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AbstratReent improvements in the Pythia event generator are summarized: newhard subproesses, �� physis, QCD �nal-state showers, and more.
Sine 1997, the Jetset 7.4, Pythia 5.7 [1℄ and SPythia [2℄ programs have beenjoined in the new Pythia 6.1 event generator [3℄. The urrent version is 6.156, onsistingof some 53,000 lines of Fortran 77 ode. The ode, update notes, the older long manualand sample main programs may be found at the webpagehttp://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/Pythia.htmlwhile a new omplete long manual is in preparation.A general-purpose high-energy physis event generator, suh as Pythia, need to on-tain a simulation of several physis aspets.1. Hard subproesses, suh as e+e� ! Z0h0, whih de�ne the physis of interest.2. Resonane deays, suh as Z0 and h0 above, whih attah losely to the hard proessitself, and often need to be simulated with full angular orrelations.3. Final-state parton showers to add a realisti multi-jet and internal jet struture (theformer alternatively possible with higher-order matrix elements).1to appear in the Proeedings of the Linear Collider Workshop 2000, Fermilab, Otober 24{28, 20002torbjorn�thep.lu.se 1



4. Initial-state showers, in e+e� olliders mainly photon emission but for resolved-events also of the QCD type enountered in hadroni ollisions.5. Multiple parton{parton interations, for hadrons and resolved photons.6. Beam remnants, left behind when not the full CM energy is used in the hard proess,again for hadrons or resolved photons.7. Hadronization, whereby the oloured quarks and gluons, olour-onneted intostrings, are transformed into olour singlet hadrons.8. Normal seondary deays of unstable hadrons and leptons.9. Potentially: interonnetion e�ets, suh as olour rearrangement and Bose{Einsteine�ets, that ompliate the hadronization/deay proess.10. The forgotten or unexpeted, on the priniple that a hain is never stronger thanits weakest link.Several of these areas have been improved in reent years.Pythia ontains well over 200 di�erent hard subproesses, in areas suh as hard andsoft QCD physis, heavy-avour prodution, W=Z prodution, prompt-photon produ-tion, photon-indued proesses, standard model Higgs prodution, both for a light anda heavy Higgs state, non-standard Higgs partile prodution, prodution of new gaugebosons, Tehniolor prodution, ompositeness e�ets, left{right symmetri models, lep-toquark prodution and, last but not least, Supersymmetri partile prodution.The area of  physis has been signi�antly expanded the last year, with the objetiveto present a `omplete' framework of =�=�� interations spanning the whole rangeof photon virtualities Q2, with speial emphasis on the transition region when Q2 � m2�[4℄. This is the topi of a separate talk in these proeedings [5℄.The SUSY senario ontains a rather omplete set of 2 ! 2 proesses in the MSSM,with R-parity onservation. News relative to SPythia inlude an improved simulationof sbottom prodution, also inluding ontributions from b's in the inoming hadrons,senarios with the gravitino as the lightest SUSY partile, several 3-body deays of SUSYpartiles, and the possibility of proesses with displaed deay verties.The Tehniolor simulation has progressed away from the simple piture of �t reso-nane prodution with subsequent deay, to a more sophistiated one of 2! 2 proesseswith full interferene between �0t, !0t, Z0 and � in the neutral s-hannel and between ��tand W� in the harged ones. The 2-body �nal states ontain appropriate ombinationsof ��t, �0t, �00t, W�L , Z0L, W�, Z0 and  partiles (where index L on W� and Z0 denoteslongitudinal states).The Z 00 an now have avour-dependent ouplings di�erent between the �rst, seondand third generations.Higgs pair prodution, suh as h0A0 and h0H�, is now inluded as expliit proesses;previously only some of them ould be aessed via Z 00=Z0=� prodution.In the ontext of a left{right symmetri senario, i.e. with an extra SU(2)R symmetrygroup, doubly-harged Higgs states appear, one set for eah of the two SU(2) groups.H�� prodution singly or in pairs is omplemented by deays to like-sign leptons or WL'sor WR's, where the latter an deay further either to ordinary quarks or a lepton inassoiation with a right-handed neutrino.In ompositeness senarios, a few new proesses have been added for e� and q� pro-dution.The area of extra dimensions is still fairly new, with many new senarios appearing.Currently the program only ontains a narrow graviton resonane G� in the ontext of2



the Randall{Sundrum model [6℄. It is produed by qq or gg fusion (with separate aessto the high-p? tail by qq ! G�g, qg ! G�q and gg ! G�g in preparation), and an deayto a pair of fermions or gauge bosons.Moving away from the topi of hard/primary proesses, the major upgrade of thegenerator has been in the area of �nal-state showers [7℄. This is further desribed ina separate talk in these proeedings [8℄. The starting point is the alulation of thematrix elements for gluon emission in two-body deays. Using the standard model andthe minimal supersymmetri extension thereof as templates, a wide seletion of olourand spin strutures have been addressed, exempli�ed by Z0 ! qq, t ! bW+, H0 ! qq,t ! bH+, Z0 ! ~q~q, ~q ! ~q0W+, H0 ! ~q~q, ~q ! ~q0H+, ~� ! q~q, ~q ! q ~�, t ! ~t~�, ~g ! q~q,~q ! q~g, and t! ~t~g. The mass ratios r1 = mb=ma and r2 = m=ma have been kept as freeparameters. These matrix elements are then used to orret the gluon emission rate inshowers. A modi�ed hoie of shower variables simpli�es this operation. By applying thematrix element orretions to all gluons emitted from the two primary deay produts,in suitably modi�ed form, the proess- and mass-dependent emission rate should be wellmodelled also in the ollinear region. With the modi�ed algorithm, a good desription isobtained of mass e�ets in the gluon emission rate at LEP1, i.e. of the di�erene betweenb-tagged and light quark jets. Preditions inlude a roughly 10% higher three-jet rate inHiggs deays to bb than for a �=Z0 of the same mass and in the same deay hannel. Intop deays, the amount of radiation in the W hemisphere is redued relative to the olderalgorithm.In the area of hadronization, the Lund string model [9℄ remains essentially unhanged.Improvements have been introdued in the low-mass region, however [10℄. Suh stringsan be produed by parton-shower branhings g ! qq and, of ourse, in  events.The low-mass strings an only produe one or two hadrons. The relative rate of thesetwo possibilities, as a funtion of string mass, has been modi�ed. When two hadronsare hosen to be produed, their relative orientation remains isotropi just at threshold,but is now mathed to fragmentation along the string diretion further above threshold.If instead a ollapse ours to a single hadron, the neessary shu�ing of energy andmomentum is relative to other nearby string piees.A number of other hanges and improvements have been made [3℄. They inlude� many improved resonane deays,� newer parton distribution sets,� QED radiation also o� an inoming muon,� an energy-dependent p?min in multiple interations,� the olour rearrangement options for W+W� and Z0Z0 events inluded in the stan-dard ode,� the Bose{Einstein algorithm has been expanded with new options,� a new baryon prodution sheme is allowed as an option,� simple routines for one-dimensional histogramming, and� standard interfaes to 2-, 4- and 6-fermion eletroweak generators and to 4-partonQCD generators, for performing subsequent showers and hadronization.In the near future, Pythia 6 will ontinue to develop, e.g. by the inlusion of newproesses and by further improvements of the showering algorithms, and of ourse by bug�xes. In the longer future, a radially new version of the program is required. Given thedeisions by the big laboratories and ollaborations to disontinue Fortran and insteadadopt C++, it is natural to attempt to move also event generators in that diretion. User-3



friendly interfaes will have to hide the onsiderable underlying omplexity from the non-expert. The Pythia 7 projet got going three years ago, and is an e�ort to reformulatethe event generation proess in objet oriented language. A strategy doument [11℄ wasfollowed by a �rst `proof of onept version' in June 2000 [12℄, ontaining the generievent generation mahinery, some proesses, and the string fragmentation routines. Inthe next few years, the hope is to produe useful versions, even if still limited in sope.Due to the onsiderable omplexity of the undertaking, it will still be several years beforethe C++ version of Pythia will ontain more and better physis than the Fortranone. A orresponding projet exists for a Herwig++, with two postdos dediated tothe task, and some ode sharing with that projet is likely.Referenes[1℄ T. Sj�ostrand, Computer Phys. Commun. 82, 74 (1994).[2℄ S. Mrenna, Computer Phys. Commun. 101, 232 (1997).[3℄ T. Sj�ostrand, P. Ed�en, C. Friberg, L. L�onnblad, G. Miu, S. Mrenna and E. Norrbin,LU TP 00{30 [hep-ph/0010017℄, to appear in Computer Phys. Commun.[4℄ C. Friberg and T. Sj�ostrand, Eur. Phys. J. C13, 151 2000; JHEP 09, 10 (2000).[5℄ T. Sj�ostrand, ` Interations from Real to Virtual Photons', these proeedings[hep-ph/0012185℄.[6℄ L. Randall and R. Sundrum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3370 (1999);J. Bijnens, P. Eerola, M. Maul, A. M�ansson and T. Sj�ostrand, in preparation.[7℄ E. Norrbin and T. Sj�ostrand, LU TP 00{42 [hep-ph/0010012℄.[8℄ T. Sj�ostrand, `QCD Radiation o� Heavy Partiles', these proeedings[hep-ph/0012187℄.[9℄ B. Andersson, G. Gustafson, G. Ingelman and T. Sj�ostrand, Phys. Rep. 97 (1983) 31;B. Andersson, `The Lund Model' (Cambridge University Press, 1998).[10℄ E. Norrbin and T. Sj�ostrand, Phys. Lett. B442, 407 (1998); Eur. Phys. J. C17, 137(2000).[11℄ L. L�onnblad, Computer Physis Commun. 118, 213 (1999).[12℄ M. Bertini, L. L�onnblad and T. Sj�ostrand, LU TP 00{23 [hep-ph/0006152℄, to appearin Computer Physis Commun.
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